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• Is natural gas the next coal?
50% of CO2 emissions of coal for same energy output
But fossil fuel and methane leakages

• Can it play a role and which one?
Impact for public policies?

Plan

• Global overview of electricity generation
• Two approaches
• Comparison of the outcomes
• Conclusions

Objectives of the study



• Coal remains major energy source
• ~50% of coal is used in China

• Coal generates twice the CO2 of natural gas for same output

• Renewables (wind / solar PV) are growing but still a big
challenge to reach a net-zero system

Key player of the system

Substituting coal with NG would already 
make a significant difference

Electricity and heat generation: world global picture

But NG is a fossil fuel

Methane leakages



In 2050, assuming the world average
is equal to China today, 80%
additional electricity will be required

Electricity and heat generation: world global picture



Imposing the system to reach zero-emission by 2035
with renewables (wind and solar PV) replacing coal
and natural gas.

What would be the implications?

Role of natural gas? Comparing two approaches

CO2 emissions are a social welfare problem.
Maximizing welfare should go through a CO2 tax
aligned with the social cost of carbon.

How would the system evolve with such a tax?

Basic model assumptions
Global approach, electricity generation oriented
Demand:

• Demographic evolution (Lancet study, July 2020)
• Generation per inhabitant in China increase until reaching Europe level. US and Europe are constant, RoW continues to 

increase at historical rate
• IEA heat generation integrated to electricity generation
• Electric Vehicles as per IEA energy outlook 2020

Generation:
• Nuclear and hydro generation ~constant over time
• Coal evolves as per historical regional trends until being replaced by renewables
• “S-curve” for renewables to fully displace coal and gas by 2035
• Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) assumptions based on Annual Energy Outlook of US EIA
• Integration costs 



LCOE and integrations costs

Renewables are “non-dispatchable” technologies

 Decreasing capacity factor / curtailment as their penetration level 
increase

Basis: The marginal system LCOE of variable renewables – Evaluating high 
penetration levels of wind and solar in Europe, Lina Reichenberg, Fredrik 
Hedenus, Mikael Odenberger, Filip Johnsson, Energy 152, 2018



Electricity generation projection

30% growth 2019-2035
+ heat generation
+ EV
= 50% growth 2019-2035



Path to zero-emission

Total new 
capacity 2019

Significant industrial challenge



Path to zero-emission – LCOE evolution & implicit CO2 costs

LCOE keeping 20% NG Implicit CO2 cost: 850 USD/t

Other alternatives for firm capacity:
- Battery storage: only for a few hours, current 

LCOE 100-150 USD/MWh
- H2: high fuel costs, infrastructure

- LCOE x 3, integration costs = 65%
- Impact of renewable mix
- For energy increase of 50%, installed capacity x 7
- Other studies come to similar conclusions for 

penetration levels of renewables > 80%



Second approach: CO2 tax in line with social cost of carbon

Typical range of SCC: 50USD/t to 100 USD/t

 US Interagency Working Group on the Social Cost of

Carbon of Greenhouse Gases: from 53.3 USD/t of CO2 for

year 2020 to 87.6 USD/t in 2050

 101.24 USD/t

 Between 80 and 100 USD/t for experts with a high level of

confidence (200 USD/t or higher on a larger sample)

 Between 44.4 USD/t for 2020 to 122 USD/t for 2050



Summary: implied CO2 costs vs. SCC

Typical Social Cost of Carbon range (50-100 USD/t)

Belief of economists (Pindyck survey [9])

Belief of climate scientists (Pindyck survey [9])



Conclusions

On the role of natural gas:

 Impact on the system cost (~30% keeping 20% NG)
 Provider of firm capacity until new technologies can take over
 But: it is a fossil fuel, methane leakages

More globally on public policies:

 Imposing a zero-CO2 emission target implies a CO2 cost much higher than widely accepted Social Cost of Carbon
 Imposing a CO2 tax would be a more efficient approach but requires a very difficult level of agreement (between sectors

and countries)
 Better understanding of how to manage a system with renewables > 80% and related costs

For further studies
- Natural gas prices
- Country specificities (e.g., China and natural gas)
- Transmission lines
- Cost/technology evolution for batteries, H2, CCS
- Impact of methane leakages
- Renewable mix
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